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This stunning keepsake baby bookÂ awes and inspires, reaching parents who appreciate design

and elegance and who want to treasure the memories of their baby's first year in living

color,Â connecting the birth of a new child to the beauty of the world he or she is entering. Sweet,

tender, and inspirational entries help parents fill out a memory scrapbook for their children that goes

far beyond "first tooth" or "first steps," but misses none of those key milestones. This book

introduces the new baby to a world full of beauty, promise, and hope, just what every parent wants

for their child.
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A really nice one. I'm not much of one for these types of books and have to admit I haven't been

great about filling mine out. That said, I really appreciate the different approach to the look and feel.

The pictures are beautiful and I can see this being engaging if you want to reach this to your child

and talk about how they have grown up with them. I also think it's a great gift, especially for animal

or nature lovers. Substantial and beautiful.



Upon the birth of my first grandchild I gifted my son and daughter-in-law with this gorgeous,

sentimental keepsake Baby Book.There's plenty if space to fill in all the special moments and

memories. What makes this keepsake unique are the colorful sceneson each page. You can go

back to this treasure chest of memories, pour over each page, and loose yourself in all these

specialmoments any time.

I cannot say enough about the book. This book is absolutely beautiful! The photos are top-notch,

Nat Geo quality. My husband and I are both animal and travel lovers; we want to pass that passion

on to our children. This is the perfect "baby book" for us. It even has transcendental poetry

throughout (did I mention I'm an English teacher?!). My favorite aspect of the book is that it doesn't

feel like a baby book. It isn't kitschy or cliche at all. It's a wonderful choice for new, adventurous

parents.

This was one of my favorite items I bought for my baby. It has beautiful pictures. It is fun to write in.

It has things to track that you don't normally see like "what the neighborhood was like and the house

was like when you were born" I get excited to write in this book.

Beautiful book. Amazing pictures and just the right amount of pages for baby facts/pictures.

The book is beautiful, the passages are sweet, and the baby information pages contain enough

information, but not too much. I recommend this book for someone who wants a baby book that is a

little more grown up and artsy.

This is the best baby book out there! Gorgeous photos and very thoughtful quotes throughout.

Plenty of space for all baby's info as they grow. And cool enough to display- a perfect coffee table

book!

Great pictures and actually has a lot of the information you'll want to remember.
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